Genome-wide analysis of protein-protein interactions using a two-hybrid array: storage, maintenance, and working with living arrays.
INTRODUCTIONThe most difficult aspect of using an array approach for a high-throughput study is maintaining the array's viability while avoiding contamination of the plates. This protocol describes three different storage methods for the array. Frozen stocks are the most permanent method and are an absolute requirement for maintaining a record of the array. Unfortunately, because thawing is necessary to access the strains from a 96-well format, the repeated use of the frozen stocks as a source is expected to eventually lead to loss of viability of the stock. (Generating frozen stocks of the array strains individually, as well as in the arrayed format, is essential.) Maintenance of a water stock provides a source that is more convenient and (relative to yeast cells in media) semi-permanent (~6 months). However, the water stock is fairly precarious because cross-transfer of strains between wells can occur quite easily if the plates are dropped or disturbed. The third method of storage, that of maintaining extra copies of the solid medium array plates, is the most convenient, but it is also the least stable. In short, the best option is to make several frozen stocks. For greater convenience in repeated use of the array, generate water stocks and additional copies of the solid medium plates.